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Abstract: This paper reviews the findings in the area of fatigue damage assessment and lifetime
prediction of short fiber reinforced polymer composites (SFRPs) under cyclic loading. It is shown
that the direct methods of microstructure/damage inspection are the most sensitive and informative,
while micro-computed tomography (µ-CT) is more laborious and possesses limitations in sample
dimensions. Although the sensitivity of the indirect methods can vary, the most common one is
based on stiffness reduction. It is shown that developing models of fatigue processes is impossible
without assessing the degree of damage. The latter can be determined by stiffness reduction, the
development of creep, or energy dissipation. Since fatigue mechanisms can differ, the most complete
information can be obtained by combining these methods. The prediction results for fatigue life
models based on plastic strain development showed the greatest agreement with the experimental
results in comparison with other prediction models. In addition, some tasks are highlighted as the
priority directions for the development of SFRPs and non-destructive testing (NDT) methods for their
monitoring under fatigue.
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1. Introduction

Polymer-based composites reinforced with high-strength fibers are widely applied in
some high-tech industries [1]. For a long time, thermoset plastics (epoxy, polyester, phenol-
formaldehyde, and other resins) were used as a feedstock for their matrices, reinforced with
continuous fibers (fabrics) for improving strength properties [2]. Recently, thermoplastic
binders have become widespread, allowing for the elimination of a number of shortcomings
inherent in thermoset resins and the implementation of advanced production routes [3–6].

Short fiber reinforced polymer composites (SFRPs) do not possess strength properties
comparable to polymer composites loaded with continuous fibers, but they are character-
ized by greater processability [7]. This fact enables them to be used for manufacturing a
wide range of products, which inevitably experience cyclic loads in operation, leading to
the development of fatigue processes. Such phenomena initiate primarily at interfacial
boundaries due to a significant difference in the elastic moduli of the components. However,
dimensions of discontinuities that can result in rapid failure are very small and cannot be
detected by most non-destructive testing (NDT) methods [8,9]. Thus, understanding the
fatigue failure mechanisms for SFRPs, as well as methods for controlling such changes, is
of undoubted scientific and practical interest.

The use of high-performance polymers (HPP) as an advanced temperature/strength
matrix can significantly expand the range of industrial applications for SFRPs. On the
other hand, they are currently less popular in contrast to nanocomposites [10]. However,
nanoparticles (fibers), as a single filler, do not improve strength properties to levels com-
parable to those loaded with short fibers, which are required for structural applications.
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The economic feasibility of their industrial applications is debatable as well [11,12]. One
of the difficulties of using fatigue data of SFRPs, compared with composites reinforced
with long fibers, is stated in the monograph [7]: “Since parts made of SFRP often possess
a complex shape with, e.g., holes, rivets and inserts, fatigue cracks generally start from
stress concentrations. Fiber orientation becomes various during injection molding, so data
on fatigue of SFRP composites without taking into account anisotropy of properties are of
limited use”.

SFRPs are a class of composites in which short fibers with a certain aspect ratio and
orientation distribution act as reinforcements. In general, the stiffness and strength of a
composite depends directly on the length of the reinforcing fiber—the longer the fiber
length, the greater the stiffness and strength of a composite. However, short fibers present
design flexibility; in general, shorter fibers provide wider possibilities to manufacture
complex shapes [13].

The use of composite materials to replace metallic alloys has been growing in automo-
tive and aeronautic industry. Injection-molded short fiber reinforced thermoplastics and
especially reinforced polyamides have been widely used for structural parts [14]. Major
advantages are offered by the injection molding technology in terms of design of complex
geometries, high production output rates, good reproducibility, etc. [15].

Unfortunately, the attention paid to fatigue resistance in most short fiber composites
is inadequate, even in fatigue-sensitive applications. Short fiber composites have several
disadvantages relative to long fiber composites or neat engineering thermoplastics. Because
of the presence of fiber ends, they are inherently inferior to continuous fiber systems in mod-
ulus and strength in the fiber direction, regardless of this, the differences can be minimal.
In addition, they are more notch sensitive than continuous fiber composites. This depends
on their type and gives rise to a problem with both broad scatter in properties (chopped
strand) and lack of control over fiber length and orientation under injection molding. The
impact strength of most tough thermoplastics is reduced by the addition of fibers, while the
fracture toughness is usually maintained or even improved. Compared with continuous
fiber systems, particularly unidirectional ply laminates, short fiber composites are much
more likely to fail by the propagation of a single macroscopic crack, and so can be modeled
in many cases using fracture mechanics and fatigue crack growth techniques adapted from
metals technology [16].

Damages in SFRPs might be classified as follows [17]:

1. Interfacial debonding;
2. Matrix microcracking;
3. Interfacial sliding;
4. Fiber breakage;
5. Fiber microbuckling;
6. Particle cleavage;
7. Void growth.

SFRPs display a nonlinear stress–strain behavior under loading (both cyclic and
monotonic). This nonlinearity is due to the nonlinear, both elastic and inelastic behavior of
the matrix and fiber-based damage (fiber breakage and fiber-matrix debonding). Fatigue
performance is determined by fiber orientation distribution, fiber length distribution, fiber
volume fraction, loading frequency, environmental effects, mean stress and multiaxial loads,
and notch sensitivity and stress concentration effects [13].

E-glass fibers are the most commonly used fibers in short fiber reinforced polymer
composites. They are selected in the majority of applications because of their low cost,
reasonably high modulus, and high tensile strength. The use of short carbon fibers is
very limited, mainly because of their high cost. They are selected in applications for
which their exceptionally high modulus is required to ensure high stiffness for the molded
part. Carbon fibers are also used in a mixture with glass fibers in applications requir-
ing low thermal expansion, high thermal or electrical conductivity, and resistance to
electromagnetic interference.
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Although metal fibers or metal-coated glass fibers are also used for shielding against
electromagnetic interference, carbon fibers have the advantage of a much lower density.
Short glass fibers are produced by chopping or cutting continuous glass fiber strands
or rovings into lengths of 3.2, 6.4, 12.7, or 25.4 mm. Based on the strand diameter (not
filament diameter), the fiber length to diameter (aspect) ratio of these chopped strands is
estimated to be between 10 and 100. The shorter chopped strands are used for injection
molding compounds, while the longer chopped strands are used for compression molding
compounds. Short fibers are also called milled fibers, since they are obtained by hammer
milling chopped strands into lengths smaller than 0.5 mm. Because of their extremely small
aspect ratio, they act like particulate fillers rather than reinforcements in polymer matrix
composites [18].

The purpose of this review is to summarize methods developed for assessing changes
in the structure of SFRPs under cyclic loading. Considerable attention was paid to their
sensitivity depending on both compositions and test conditions. It is stressed that the key
challenges that make assessing fatigue damage in SFRPs difficult are: (i) small damage
size, (ii) scattered pattern of their accumulation, (iii) variety of types of critical damages,
(iv) fast rate of catastrophic failure without a pronounced main crack, etc. In addition,
the effectiveness of their implementation for solving fundamental and applied problems
was evaluated [19]. This review includes an analysis and comparison of models for the
initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks in SFRPs [20]. As an applied aspect of the
implementation of these methods, their applicability for both assessing the damage degree
throughout the cyclic loading and predicting the residual life of SFRPs is considered.

In addition to the importance of solving the industrial NDT issues, the relevance of
this review is lies in the discussion of the specifics of fatigue process development and
failure for SFRPs. The key reason is the initiation and accumulation of scattered damages in
the polymer matrix and/or at the polymer–fiber interfaces at the first fatigue stage, without
a pronounced second one (propagation of a fatigue crack). So, methods for monitoring
the mechanical state of cyclically loaded SFRPs must be sensitive to the development of
structural changes in the polymer matrix, allowing for quantitative assessment. Never-
theless, dimensions of such damages are quite small for the vast majority of industrial
NDT techniques, while the use of high-resolution methods such as X-ray diffraction is not
sensitive and does not allow for their detection in the polymer matrix. In addition, fatigue
failure mostly progresses through a scattered, distributed damaged zone rather than along
a single dominant crack in SFRPs.

The mechanical hysteresis loop parameters are promising criteria for predicting fatigue
life. For example, the loop area characterizes the amount of energy dissipation. Its higher
level is often associated with a greater ability to resist cyclic loads [21–23]. In addition, a
change in the rate of development of inelastic strains can be used as a criterion. In general,
it becomes possible to predict fatigue life for any of the considered parameters, stiffness
reduction, the creep development, AE or energy dissipation data, with a detailed study of
the damage accumulation mechanism and identification of characteristic stages.

Despite the possibility of providing lower strength properties compared to those
of composites reinforced with continuous fibers, it is expected that SFRPs will retain a
significant segment in the market of polymer products [2,24]. In this way, the aspect of
improving their fatigue life will be one of the determining factors [19].

The following tasks should be highlighted as priority areas for the development of
SFRPs (not in order of importance):

8. Designing composites based on the high-performance polymers [25–28];
9. Reinforcement SFRPs with natural fibers [29–31];
10. Improvement of interfacial adhesion, especially for high modulus carbon fibers [32,33];
11. Fabrication of products from SFRPs using 3D printing with characteristic types and

sizes of manufacturing defects [34–36];
12. Implementation of SFRPs for biomedical applications [37,38];
13. Hybrid reinforcement of SFRPs, including with micro- and nano-sized fillers [39,40].
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When discussing the issues of fatigue damage assessment, the microstructural factors
that give rise to fatigue damage in SFRPs are of critical importance. Among them are:
(i) fibre–matrix interface, (ii) fibre length and its distribution, (iii) fibre preferential orienta-
tion, if any, (iv) fiber weight fraction, (v) polymer matrix compliance, etc.

In regard to the NDT applications for inspection/monitoring of SFRPs in the fatigue
process, the authors suggest the relevant future development directions:

14. Combination of non-contact (for example, DIC) and high-resolution (radiography, for
instance) methods, as well as ones providing volume control of materials (e.g., the AE
technique) [41,42];

15. Implementation of terahertz radiation in industrial NDT procedures [43–47];
16. Use of both synchrotron radiation and microtomography (mainly for fundamental

and laboratory investigations) [48,49];
17. Application of multiscale simulation methods, including for computational and ex-

perimental controlling of SFRPs [50–52].

In doing so, information about all available methods for assessing the fatigue damage
of SFRPs will help researchers select the most appropriate method both for directly studying
the fatigue behavior of SFRP materials, and for simulating these processes. Thus, this review
is mostly focused on structural health monitoring application rather than fundamentals of
damage mechanisms.

The review is structured as follows: (i) general considerations with an analysis of
already published reviews on the topic; (ii) techniques for direct observation/detection of
structural defects (for example, tomography, the digital image correlation (DIC) method,
etc.) and changes in surface roughness; (iii) procedures for indirect assessment of such
damages by changing mechanical properties or informative parameters of NDT methods
(in particular, stiffness reduction, the development of inelastic strains, the generation of
acoustic emission (AE) signals, etc.); (iv) models of the development of damages in the
structure of SFRPs to predict their fatigue life (based on static tension data, as an instance).
In addition, the criteria for predicting fatigue life based on the use of the above approaches
are analyzed.

2. General Considerations

For SFRPs, fatigue damage and failure mechanisms have been investigated by many
authors. One of the sophisticated reviews was presented by Talreja [42]. It showed that
S–N (fatigue) curves are the basis for studying them. At the same time, the relevance
of understanding such processes for predicting fatigue life was emphasized [53]. It was
shown that the development of micro-damages (an increase in the density of cracks) in
SFRPs occurs during several stages at different rates. To evaluate this, a linear relationship
between stiffness and damages was applied. Three scale levels of the damage accumulation
were identified with the corresponding approaches for their simulation: micro (continuous
damage mechanics), meso (representative volume element) and macro. All of them are
combined in the synergistic damage mechanics approach. As a conclusion, the need
for further development of these algorithms was highlighted, taking into account the
irreversibility resulting in damage accumulation. This enables the prediction of fatigue
life using minimum empirical data. For these purposes, tools are required to control the
development of damages, allowing for in situ assessment of their level and fatality. This
fact also underlines the relevance of the current review on the analysis of existing methods
for estimating damages developed in SFRPs under cyclic loading.

It was concluded by Quaresimin and Talreja [54] that methodologies for fatigue life
assessment, which guarantee the safe operation of SFRPs, have not been fully developed so
far, despite the widely studied behavior of SFRPs under uniaxial cyclic loads. In addition,
this phenomenon is much less reported for multiaxial or variable amplitude loading,
although this is important for designing structural elements due to the complexity of their
actual operating conditions in most cases.
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The published reviews dealt with fatigue damages in SFRPs focusing on the need for
input parameters to develop a model. The brilliant generalization was proposed by Jain [13]:
”The fatigue behavior of SFRC depends on a large number of characteristics. Among them
are fiber orientation distribution, fiber length distribution, fiber volume fraction, frequency,
environmental effects, mean stress and multiaxial loads, and notch sensitivity and stress
concentration effects”. Note that issues like anisotropy, variable response for different SFRP
systems, and progression through diffuse damage versus localized cracks will influence
sensitivity of damage assessment methods.

Fatigue simulation of SFRC required development of a hybrid multiscale approach
that combines sample-level tests and simulation results on different scales: microscopic
simulation and macroscopic fatigue behavior (multiscale). The fatigue strength calculations
represent a more complicated problem since the effective stiffness can be interpreted as
an average property, while the fatigue and strength properties are based on localized
phenomena. The major event during fatigue loading is caused by fiber–matrix debonding,
and matrix cracking becomes important only in the final stage of life. Thus, the models
for predicting damage growth should be phenomenological with no emphasis on the fiber,
matrix, or interphase behavior, nor should it require more than 20 input parameters, which
are difficult to determine experimentally. There are also fatigue criteria based on strain
rate and energy. A model of this kind should unify different mechanical parameters like
apparent modulus, total strain energy density per cycle, anelastic strain energy per cycle,
and axial mean strain, using a single factor.

3. Direct Methods for Damage Assessment
3.1. Computed Tomography

The detection of cracks and micro-damages in SFRPs or structures made of them is an
important and non-trivial task. A conventional (destructive) method is optical microscopy,
which makes it possible to obtain a 2D image with a crack in the form of a curve on their
surfaces. The use of 3D imaging techniques, such as computed tomography (CT), enables
the visualization of a composite structure as a 3D pattern (Figure 1). In this case, cracks are
shown as locally planar structures, which can be described as 2D surfaces with a 3D relief.
Data for such graphs are obtained using CT, which provides 3D visualization of materials
with a resolution of up to a few microns, according to Krause et al. [55]. Martulli et al. have
shown [56] that CT is one of the most effective methods for controlling damages in SFRPs,
since it helps to obtain information about the microstructure in the bulk materials with
a sufficiently high resolution. Synchrotron X-ray microtomography aids the study of the
development of 3D discontinuities, to identify their elementary mechanisms, sequence, and
kinetics. Rolland et al. have noted [57] that understanding the fatigue damage mechanisms
for SFRPs is a key challenge for optimizing their manufacturing and proposing physically
based multiscale simulation of such processes.

CT can realize real-time monitoring of fatigue damage during the fatigue test. In addi-
tion, it can effectively characterize the formation and development of fatigue cracks. Gen-
eral failure of SFRPs is characterized by matrix cracks and overall crack propagation whilst
µCT is exploited to examine cross-sectional views showing detailed through-thickness
matrix cracks distribution and 3D damage pattern. Fiber–matrix interfaces act as crack
initiation sites, due to the presence of weak adhesion and stress concentrations at the ends
of the fibers where fatigue damage and failure occurs [49].

The development of predictive models for fatigue behavior of materials is closely
related to quantitative assessment of the phenomena of nucleation and propagation of
damages. Conventional procedures applied for this purpose, including optical microscopy,
radiographic inspection and ultrasonic methods, are either destructive or do not provide
the required resolution. However, imaging techniques using synchrotron radiation and,
in particular, X-ray microcomputed tomography (µ-CT), combine the advantages of NDT
techniques with high spatial resolutions, according to Cosmi and Bernasconi [59]. A draw-
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back of µ-CT is that only small samples can be examined compared to those characterized
in industrial NDT procedures [60].
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Figure 1. Results of fiber tracing from X-ray microtomography analysis and representation of angle
Θ (theta) by a color scale in lower-resolution volumes (Nikon XT H 160) of configuration 1 (a) and
8 (b) and in high-resolution volumes (Zeiss Xradia Versa 520) of configuration 1 (c) and 8 (d). From
Ref. [58], reproduced with the MDPI open access rules.

Bernasconi et al. have stated [61] that synchrotron light microtomography makes it
possible to visualize local orientations of fibers in incised grooves, to analyze images of
the internal structure of such samples in terms of the general morphological parameter
and the average intersection length, as well as to calculate the strain fields assessed by
the digital image correlation (DIC) method. By combining µ-CT and computer simulation
using the finite element method (FEM), the elastic modulus can be determined in various
directions in an open hole plate configuration with asymmetric fiber distribution, according
to Ayadi et al. [62].

The damage development dynamics can be analyzed by µ-CT during periodic pauses
in fatigue tests [58]. In these cases, the most characteristic discontinuities are debonding
(loss of adhesion between fibers and a matrix along their interfaces), Figure 2, as reported
by Arif et al. in [63].
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Figure 2. A rendered µCT image of a zone with highly debonded fibers in the shell layer of a
longitudinal specimen that has been fatigue loaded up to failure at maximum stress of 60% UTS. The
blue and green colors represent the fiber and damaged zone, respectively. Reprinted from Ref. [63]
with permission from Elsevier.

In [64], Rudolph et al. have described an unconventional, small angle X-ray diffraction
scattering technique, which was developed and applied to solve some NDT issues. In
principle, this method is similar to X-ray imaging (in microtomography) but it is based on
X-ray refraction. For this purpose, X-ray optical effects at micro-interfaces of SFRPs are
employed. It is possible to detect the damage accumulation on internal surfaces as well as
at interfaces with submicron resolutions due to a short X-ray wavelength of about 10–4 µm.
Both cracks and pores of submicron dimensions are determined using X-ray refractometry
without fracturing samples. Table 1 presents some summarized data on the CT methods
implemented for analyzing fatigue of SFRPs.

Table 1. The summarized data on the CT methods implemented for analyzing fatigue of SFRPs.

Methods and Their Specifics Materials and Dimensions of
Samples, mm Refs.

Microtomography cannot be used for the visualization of fibers,
while µ-CT is characterized by a higher resolution and makes

it possible to detect them precisely. Distributions of fiber lengths
and their orientations can be analyzed.

PA6/30 wt.% glass fibers;
a length of 400 µm and a diameter of 12 µm;

36 × 20 × 4 mm
Mrzljak et al. [58]

Fatigue damages can be detected at early stages. 93 × 25 × 3.2 mm Raphael et al. [65]

After cyclic loading, cracking patterns can be observed.
Restolux/85 wt.% glass fibers

Fiber lengths of 20–40 µm and diameters of
10–15 µm

Drummond [66]

Fiber orientations can be visualized. PA66/35 wt.% glass fibers Belmonte et al. [15]

Debonding of tows and small cracks can be detected. Epoxy/42 vol.% carbon fibers TR50S tows;
250 × 25 × 2.5 mm Belmonte et al. [56]

Microcracks, cavitation, various kinds of debonding, and the fiber
failure evolution can be assessed. PA 6.6/30 wt.% short glass fibers Rolland et al. [57]

The initiation and propagation of cracks can be visualized. Krause et al. [55]

Segmentations and distributions of fibers and voids, as well as
volume contents of micro-voids can be assessed. PA66/35 wt.% glass fibers Cosmi and Bernasconi [59]

Orientations of fibers can be visualized.
PA6/30 wt.% glass fibers;

a fiber length of 275 µm and a diameter of
10 µm

Bernasconi et al. [61]
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Table 1. Cont.

Methods and Their Specifics Materials and Dimensions of
Samples, mm Refs.

Distributions of fibers and volume stresses can be assessed under
cyclic loading.

PA66/35 wt.% glass fibers;
a fiber length of 250 µm and a diameter of

10 µm
Ayadi et al. [62]

Volume fractions, aspect ratios and orientations of fibers can be
determined. Fatigue voids, fiber–matrix interfacial debonding, fiber

breakages, and matrix microcracks can be visualized.
PA66/30 wt.% glass fibers Arif et al. [63]

Fiber–matrix interfaces, voids, delamination and cracking of fibers,
as well as microcracks can be observed. POM/30 wt.% glass fibers Rudolph et al. [64]

Summary. In most cases, the CT method was implemented to evaluate fiber distri-
butions in SFRPs reinforced with short glass fibers (GFs) at contents of about 30 wt.%.
By using such a technique, cracks and delamination can be found in layered composites.
In addition, fatigue damages can be assessed if microcracks and/or voids are observed.
However, these results can be obtained only by testing small samples with synchrotron
radiation sources. This fact hinders the use of this technique for solving a wide range of
practically important problems, primarily in industrial NDT procedures. The CT’s spatial
resolution limit is related to massive flaws at the fibre–matrix interface as well as cracking
of individual fiber bundles. Thus, the flaws/damages of lower dimensions like matrix
microcracking are out of CT technology resolution currently.

3.2. Visualization of Surface Damages

Blais and Toubal have shown [67] that the fatigue damage accumulation in SFRPs
may be reflected on their surfaces. High-resolution imaging can be used to reveal the
initiation and propagation of cracks as a function of the number of cycles. Visualization
methods can be useful in studying the main fatigue crack behavior. For this purpose,
brightness distributions are estimated near a notch using a brightness measurement system
with a camera, according to Yamamoto and Hyakutake [68]. By combining a high-speed
camera with the DIC method, quantitative information about local strains can be obtained;
therefore, localized damages can be detected at relatively early fatigue stages, as reported
by Palmstingl et al. [69].

On surfaces, fatigue damages can be analyzed quantitatively by monitoring the dy-
namics of changes in their roughness. For SFRPs, such an evolution is a qualitative indicator
of the crack initiation and development, transforming into irreversible damages as they
reach their surfaces, according to Casado et al. [70]. Thus, revealing the correlation between
roughness and material fracture, micro-mechanisms enable the application of this param-
eter for assessing fatigue during the operation of various products, as shown by Casado
et al. [71]. Klimkeit et al. have reported [72] that the propagation of a single macroscopic
crack is not the main fatigue mechanism under cyclic loading. Such damages are spatially
distributed in a material, so this phenomenon enables monitoring of the propagation of
fatigue cracks using the method of periodic surface replicas. Table 2 presents some summa-
rized data on the use of the surface visual inspection methods, the types of damages, and
the compositions of the tested SFRPs.

Summary. A disadvantage of the surface visual inspection methods is their low
resolution, which limits dimensions of the observed damages to the scale of macrocracks.
Changes in roughness were detected only for high-cycle fatigue mode. Some observed
pseudo-cracks, also changing the surface roughness index, were temperature-dependent
and smoothed out over time after the test completion. Surface observation methods cannot
detect subsurface damage not visible on the surface. Note that DIC as well as other popular
NDT methods is slightly sensitive to the accumulation of fatigue damages in the bulk
components, for the reason that low spatial sensitivity DIC is not able to detect very minor
damages. In addition, surface observation has very limited capability to characterize
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internal damages as well. These methods are uninformative in terms of assessing the
magnitude of scattered fatigue damages.

Table 2. The summarized data on the use of the surface visual inspection methods, the types of
damages, and the compositions of the tested SFRPs.

Detectable Damages Material Refs.

Cracks direction HDPE/40 wt.% wood pulp fibers Blais and Toubal [67]

Propagation of microcracks,
damaged zone PC/30 wt.% glass fibers 1 mm long Yamamoto and Hyakutake [68]

Damage behavior PC/30 wt.% glass fibers 0.28 mm long
with a diameter of 13 µm Ha et al. [73]

Fiber lengths and orientations PP/glass fibers Palmstingl et al. [69]

Surface cracking, roughness PA6.6/35 wt.% glass fibers 150 µm long
with a diameter of 10 µm Casado et al. [70,71]

Macroscopic damages PBT/PET/30 wt.% glass fibers Klimkeit et al. [72]

4. Indirect Methods for Fatigue Monitoring and Damage Assessment
4.1. The Stiffness Degradation

The dynamic modulus/stiffness reduction measurement is a widely used method for
assessing the damage degree in composites primarily reinforced with continuous fibers.
Arif et al. have noted [63] that the accumulation of scattered damages occurs throughout
a sample upon fatigue testing, although they do not necessarily possess the same size
and concentration in different areas over its volume. However, cyclic loading causes
a continuous increase in the damage degree that is reflected in changes in the dynamic
modulus (Figure 3). Subramanian and Senthilvelan have shown [74] that stiffness reduction
during fatigue tests manifests itself differently for various materials, test schemes, and
failure mechanisms. In some cases, no changes are observed at all.
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In [76], Wäber has identified three stages in the development of fatigue damages with
corresponding changes in the dynamic modulus of SFRPs: (i) firstly, short fibers are pulled
out and transversely oriented ones (relative to the loading axis) are detached, which is
accompanied by a rapid decrease in the dynamic modulus of the material; (ii) then, it
decreases linearly; (iii) and finally, shortly before failure, damages are rapidly formed,
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dropping the dynamic modulus. It was also shown that the information content of the
method is expanded when it is combined with the AE technique, for example.

The fatigue damage assessment method based on stiffness reduction was also com-
bined with monitoring of plastic strains. To determine the relationship between damages
and inelastic strains, the relative stiffness loss versus plastic strain increment curves were
plotted for monotonic and cyclic loads. A sharp increase in both damage degree and
plasticity was observed due to local effects of cyclic loading, which correlated well with
the results of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) examinations of the fracture surfaces,
according to Imaddahen et al. [77].

In [78], Nony-Davadie et al. have described the two-stage fatigue damage accumula-
tion and have noted that some discontinuities, such as microcracks, were observed both
between fiber bundles and within them. The formation of damages obviously depends
on orientations of fibers relative to the loading axis. Sieberer et al. have shown [79] the
possibility of approximating the data on stiffness reduction and fatigue damage accumula-
tion in a reference sample on real products. Mansouri et al. have used stiffness reduction
of SFRPs to investigate the fatigue damage kinetics, combining it with both macroscopic
observation of cracks and microscopic examination of interfaces to determine damage
mechanisms [80]. Table 3 presents some summarized data on stiffness reduction measure-
ment methods for the fatigue assessment, the informative parameters, and the compositions
of the examined SFRPs.

Table 3. The summarized data on stiffness reduction measurement methods for the fatigue assess-
ment, the informative parameters, and the compositions of the examined SFRPs.

Material Informative Parameters,
Possibility of Combining Methods Refs.

PA66/30 wt.% glass fibers Hysteresis area, cyclic creep,
temperature and µ-CT Arif et al. [63]

PPS/30 wt.% glass fibers/15 wt.% PTFE
PPS/40 wt.% glass fibers Cyclic mean strains Solfiti et al. [81]

PP/20 wt.% glass fibers Energy dissipation ratio,
creep rate reduction Subramanian and Senthilvelan [74,82]

HDPE/20 wt.% henequen fibers AE Anaya-Ramirez et al. [83]

PP/40 wt.% glass fibers Strain rate, self-heating Imaddahen et al. [77]

Vinyl-ester thermoset matrix/55 wt.% short
carbon bundles Post-mortem X-ray radiography and SEM Nony-Davadie et al. [78]

PP/40 wt.% glass fibers Secant modulus,
creep rupture Stadler et al. [84]

Polyester thermoset resin/short hemp fiber
mat/glass fibers SEM micrographs of fracture surfaces Shahzad and Isaac [85]

Epoxy matrix/chopped carbon fibers Component testing,
DIC correlation error as crack formation Sieberer et al. [79]

PP/40 wt.% glass fibers Wohler (fatigue) curve, macroscopic and
microscopic observations Mansouri et al. [80]

Rubber/5.8 wt.% aramid fibers Atomic force microscopy,
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) Zhong et al. [86]

Summary. The fatigue monitoring method based on the dynamic modulus/stiffness
reduction reflects the damage accumulation. Nevertheless, both test schemes and failure
mechanisms depend on the examined materials, so such a reduction may not be registered
at all. Therefore, this method is often combined with other ones (AE, plastic strains,
hysteresis loss, etc.). Since the stiffness reduction method provides just an integral estimate
of damage accumulation, small size or local damages might be not detected. In addition,
strain hardening can take place under cyclic loading, which could also prevent reliable
estimation of scattered fatigue damages.
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4.2. Ultrasonic Methods, including AE

Ultrasonic inspection methods for flaw detection in bulk materials have been used
for a long time. In [87], Kasap et al. have reported the results of evaluation of thermal
fatigue damages in SFRPs. In this case, changes in the speed of sound and the attenuation
coefficient in the ultrasonic range depending on the damage accumulation were studied.
The structural integrity of these samples was evaluated by determining the flexural strength
after a series of thermal cycles using three-point bending tests. It was noted that both
the acoustic wave velocity and the bending strength decreased, while the ultrasound
attenuation increased with the rising number of thermal cycles. The reason for this is the
damage accumulation in SFRPs, especially with debonding at the fiber–matrix interface.
The ultrasonic inspection methods are actively implemented to evaluate such composites
in operation since there is a good correlation between changes in the bending strength, the
acoustic wave velocity, and the attenuation coefficient upon their thermal fatigue damaging.

Fatigue damages, estimated by the AE parameters, are characterized by the three-stage
evolution pattern. For example, Wäber has shown [76] that pulling out short fibers and
detaching transversely oriented ones leads to a high AE activity at the first stage. At the
second stage, a constant AE activity (count rate) is observed. The third stage, corresponding
to rapid damage accumulation, begins shortly before failure. It is characterized by a high
activity of AE signals with greater peak amplitudes.

Krummenacker and Hausmann have compared AE signals during tests for assess-
ing the residual strength of samples under cyclic loading with the data for undamaged
samples [88]. The idea of this approach is based on the possibility of recording only those
damages that were caused by the action of a cyclic load (i.e., they have a fatigue origin).
Similarly, a threshold of stresses required for fatigue damages is determined by analyzing
the AE energy, Figure 4.
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Based on acoustic response (amplitude, energy, and time of flight), AE signals have
been analyzed with a switched capacitor power converter under cyclic loading by Anaya-
Ramirez et al. [83]. An algorithm was proposed for analyzing each acoustic event, as well as
the contribution of each AE signal for different levels of fiber–matrix interfacial adhesion.

In [89], Suzuki et al. have investigated the effect of the loading direction and fiber
content on the fatigue crack propagation by the AE method. The counting rate curve for AE
events was divided into three stages, similar to those of the fatigue crack propagation. At
the same time, fiber rupture was the dominant type of damage in all zones in samples with
fiber contents of 15 and 45 wt.%. Table 4 presents some summarized data on the plastic
strain development (creep) during fatigue tests of SFRPs.

Table 4. The summarized data on the plastic strain development (creep) during fatigue tests of SFRPs.

Material Informative Parameters,
Possibility of Combining Methods Refs.

Polyester resin/20 wt.% glass fibers Residual strength assessment Kasap et al. [87]

PP/20 wt.% glass fibers Dynamic modulus Wäber [76]

PA6.6/glass fibers S–N curves Krummenacker and Hausmann [88]

HDPE/40 wt.% natural fibers High-resolution imaging and S–N curves Blais and Toubal [67]

HDPE/40 wt.% natural fibers Cracking monitored with a high-resolution
camera, residual load Blais and Toubal [90]

HDPE/henequen fibers Stiffness reduction Anaya-Ramirez et al. [83]

Epoxy/30 wt.% glass fibers Stiffness reduction Sekine and Nemura [91]

PP/40 wt.% glass fibers Scanning electron microscopy Barré and Benzeggagh [92]

PET/glass fibers Fatigue Crack Growth, fractography Suzuki et al. [89]

PP/glass fibers Microscopic observation Watanabe and Fujii [93]

PP/(10–30) wt.%
vegetable fibers SEM observation Mechakra et al. [94]

PA66/glass fibers Fractographic investigations Kuriyama et al. [95]

Summary. The AE method is widely implemented in NDT procedures for assessing
damages in SFRPs. However, since acoustic emission is a passive, non-destructive mean,
it is slightly sensitive for detecting minor damage events. Thus, its application is more
effective as a complementary one, i.e., in combination with other methods, due to its
indirect damage assessment.

4.3. Energy Dissipation (Heat Release)

Yamashita et al. have noted [96] that the fatigue failure criterion, based on an assess-
ment of the energy loss consumed (dissipated) for an irreversible change in the structure, is
a common method of analysis. According to Arif et al. [63], the energy loss is determined
by the mechanical hysteresis loop area, as well as its combination with changes in the
dynamic modulus, strains and temperature. In addition, some other parameters that con-
sistently complement each other for solving the problems of assessing damages in SFRPs
are important.

To study fatigue processes in pure polymers, alloys, and composites, both mechanical
work and heat generation can be measured, as well as the proportion of work contributing
to the release of heat, which can be estimated under cyclic loading. It is believed that the
greater the last parameter, the higher the fatigue life of polymers. It was experimentally
shown that this parameter depends on the density of entanglement of polymer macro-
molecules. In this case, the polymer chains are intertwined with each other, and the heat
released during their mutual friction does not lead to deformation of the polymer matrix.
Hachiya et al. have reported [97] that fatigue life of both alloys and composites also de-
pends on the structure at the interface between the components (phases) and especially
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on the interlacing and presence of a chemical bond in the interfacial region. Thus, the
portion of work contributing to the release of heat can be analyzed for predicting fatigue
life (Figure 5).
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In [99], Casado et al. have proposed a model for identifying critical states by examining
the evolution of various parameters under cyclic loading, namely both stored and dissipated
energy, as well as the phase delay between load and strain signals. These parameters may
indicate the fact that the material temperature has reached the glass transition level due to
the internal heat released upon damage accumulation. Starting from this point, material
strains continuously increase due to its damage, inevitably leading to fatigue failure.

A method based on evaluation of the energy generated per loading cycle for detecting
fatigue-related damages was suggested by Carrascal et al. [100]. Lowering of mechanical
properties is assessed using a damage parameter, defined as the change in energy per cycle
with respect to the initial conditions. In the damage accumulation depending on the energy
per cycle, three clearly differentiated zones can be distinguished:

• An area of slowing down the energy rapid growth;
• The linear damage accumulation, so its rate can be defined as a function of the potential

of variation of the applied stress;
• Accelerated damaging and failure.

Li et al. have developed a model for predicting the fatigue limit on S–N curves
by combining thermodynamic laws and fatigue damage mechanisms [101]. In this case,
the energy dissipated during a fatigue test is calculated by solving local thermodynamic
differential equations based on changes in the sample surface temperature. Then, the
intrinsic dissipation contributing to damage accumulation is evaluated, which is used to
predict the fatigue properties.

Shiozawa et al. have stated [98] that both temperature changes and ∆TD are caused
by variations in stress distribution conditions between fibers and resin due to damages
caused by delamination. Therefore, the ∆TD value can be used for detecting delamination
discontinuities and evaluating damage accumulation.

In [102], Meneghetti and Quaresimin have presented an experimental method that
allows for the estimation of the energy parameter described above. It is applied to analyze
the fatigue behavior of both smooth and notched samples. The adopted energy parameter
shows a certain correlation with their fatigue strength, regardless of both shape and dimen-
sions. The hysteresis energy density per cycle was used by Meneghetti et al. [103] to assess
the fatigue damage index. The nature of such a mechanical energy was investigated in
order to determine the extent to which dissipation is caused by the development of creep.
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It was shown that the hysteresis energy dissipated per material unit volume in a cycle due
to viscoelasticity is negligible with respect to its total value.

The loss tangent (viscoelastic damping factor), hysteresis loop width, and displace-
ment amplitude were reduced in fatigue tests of materials sensitive to the loading frequency,
according to Eftekhari and Fatemi [104]. They have used the Larson–Miller parameter to
determine a correlation between the recorded fatigue data, as well as to inter-compare the
stress amplitude, frequency, cycles to failure, and temperature. For this purpose, an analyti-
cal model was developed for assessing strengthening effects of frequency, average stresses,
fiber orientations, and temperature on fatigue life. Table 5 presents some summarized data
on energy dissipation upon fatigue testing of SFRPs.

Table 5. The summarized data on energy dissipation upon fatigue testing of SFRPs.

Material Informative Parameters,
Possibility of Combining Methods Refs.

Nylon 6/30 wt.% glass fibers
Dynamic storage modulus,

surface temperature enhancement, hysteresis
energy loss

Yamashita et al. [96]

PA66/30 wt.% glass fibers
Micro-computed tomography,

evolution of dynamic modulus,
strain, temperature

Arif et al. [63]

PPE/glass fibers Mechanical work,
heat generation Hachiya et al. [97]

PA6.6/35 wt.% glass fibers Phase lag between the load and strain signals Casado et al. [99]

PTFE/25 wt.% glass fibers Cyclic rate of energy dissipation Aglan et al. [105]

PP/20 wt.% glass fibers Stiffness degradation Subramanian and Senthilvelan [74]

PA6/glass fibers Heating rate Carrascal et al. [100]

PEEK/40 wt.% glass fibers S–N curves Li et al. [101]

Epoxy/33 wt.% glass fibers
Thermoelastic temperature change ∆TE,

phase of thermal signal θE,
second harmonic temperature component ∆TD

Shiozawa et al. [98]

PA66/35 wt.% glass fibers Infrared thermography,
computed laminography Laiarinandrasana et al. [106]

PP/40 wt.% glass fibers Stiffness reduction,
plastic strains Imaddahen et al. [77]

PA66/35 wt.% glass fibers Stiffness reduction Meneghetti and Quaresimin [102]

PP/30 wt.% glass fibers Creep strains Meneghetti et al. [103]

PA6.6/10 wt.% glass fibers Thermal analysis,
strain evolution Bernasconi et al. [60]

PP/30 wt.% glass fibers
Loss tangent (viscoelastic damping factor),

hysteresis loop width,
displacement amplitude

Eftekhari and Fatemi [104]

Thermoplastic/20 wt.%
carbon fibers Volumetric Young’s modulus Kuroshima et al. [107]

Summary. For SFRPs, the indicator of energy dissipation per hysteresis may character-
ize the ability to resist fatigue under cyclic loading, so its changes can be used as a fatigue
damage index.

4.4. Plastic Strain Development (Creep)

Many authors have noted the relationship between the magnitude of residual strains
and the number of cycles to failure. Solfiti et al. have shown [81] that plastic strains
(or otherwise cyclic creep) are associated with damage accumulation in materials. Hiwa
et al. have reported [108] that fatigue damages in SFRPs develop through initiating and
propagating interfacial separation at fiber ends, as well as increasing permanent strains
caused by pulling out fibers.
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In [109], Noda et al. discussed nonlinear viscoelasticity. It was stated that, depending
on whether the T temperature upon fatigue testing was below or above the Tg glass
transition level, the fatigue process proceeded with the following steps: (1) damage begins
with the formation of voids at the fiber ends; (2) microcracks propagate from the fiber ends
at T ≤ Tg or microcrack propagation is accompanied by debonding on their surface at
T > Tg; (3) cracks propagate from the fiber ends in a brittle manner at T ≤ Tg, or the crack
edges predominantly remain bonded by bridges at T > Tg, which develop according to
the plasticity mechanism; (4) cracks propagate rapidly when they reached critical sizes,
resulting in the specimen failure.

Alexis et al. [110] reported that the study of fatigue and the assessment of fatigue
life can be carried out using the mean strain, which reflects the development of plastic
deformation, Figure 6.
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In [77], Imaddahen et al. have shown a correlation between creep and stiffness
reduction by combining methods of assessing fatigue damage accumulation. This result
was confirmed by SEM analysis of the fracture surfaces. Raphael et al. have proposed
to consider the rate of cyclic deformation and the amount of inelastic energy, which are
used to predict fatigue life, as a damage criteria [111]. Komatsu et al. have estimated
the degree of nonlinearity of dynamic viscoelasticity through the nonlinear viscoelastic
parameter, which is calculated from coefficients of the extended Fourier series of the
response signal during a fatigue cycle [112]. Nonlinear dynamic viscoelasticity increases as
fatigue damages develop.

Creep strain stages were determined and related to stress cycles, service life, mechani-
cal properties, and cyclic stress levels by Ahmadzadeh and Varvani-Farahani using linear
and non-linear functions [113]. These authors have noted that the overall damage is caused
by creep and fatigue accumulation under cyclic loading. Table 6 presents summarized data
on plastic strains (creep) upon fatigue testing of SFRPs.

Table 6. The summarized data on plastic strains (creep) upon fatigue testing of SFRPs.

Material Informative Parameters,
Possibility of Combining Methods Refs.

PPS/40 wt.% glass fibers
Dynamic storage modulus,

surface temperature enhancement,
hysteresis energy loss

Solfiti et al. [81]

PP/glass fibers Elastic modulus Hiwa et al. [108]

Nylon66/glass fibers Optical microscopy Noda et al. [109]

PP/40 wt.% glass fibers Stiffness reduction, self-heating,
SEM analysis of fracture surfaces Imaddahen et al. [77]

PA6.6/30 wt.% glass fibers Apparent modulus,
inelastic energy Raphael et al. [111]

Polyester/30 wt.% glass fibers Microscopic observations Hour et al. [114]

Nylon6/15 wt.% carbon fibers Creep tests Jinen [115,116]

Nylon6/glass fibers Dynamic storage modulus,
loss tangent Komatsu et al. [112]

Epoxy/40 wt.% glass fibers Elastic modulus Ahmadzadeh and Varvani-Farahani [113]

Rubber/5.8 wt.% aramid fibers SEM analysis Yu et al. [117]

Summary. For SFRPs, the development of creep as a result of cyclic loading is closely
related to fatigue damage accumulation. However, separating its contribution from the
input of the plastic strain process is not an easy problem to solve. To predict fatigue life,
the cyclic deformation rate can be used, which, given the known parameters of the stages
of its development, makes it possible to control the failure process.

5. Fatigue Prediction Models

Reliable simulation of both fatigue and damage accumulation processes occurring in
SFRPs is critical to their efficient industrial applications. At present, it is also crucial for
particulate composite polymers operated in the high-cycle fatigue mode. Previously, an
effective approach for analyzing fatigue of metals and alloys was developed via under-
standing their microscopic behavior (crack initiation and propagation) and bringing it to
the level of macroscopic consideration (analysis) by combining with relevant test data (S–N
fatigue curves, etc.). Similar approaches can be applied to SFRPs. In particular, Jain et al.
have reviewed the fatigue simulation results for fiber-reinforced polymer composites [118],
including (i) the microstructure analysis, (ii) the development of efficient multi-scale nu-
merical simulation algorithms, (iii) structural studies, and (iv) detailed fatigue analysis.
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Later [13], Jain has summarized the reported observations of the damage development in
SFRPs upon fatigue processes and various attempts to simulate them with an emphasis on
the input parameters necessary for numerical calculations. They were determined from
the hysteresis loop, including (i) the apparent modulus, (ii) the mean strain, (iii) the strain
energy and (iv) the anelastic energy.

In general, such reported data can be assessed as the development of methods based
on the experimental determination of the indirect damage parameters discussed above.
This includes simulation of stiffness reduction, the development of inelastic strains, energy
dissipation, etc. Various models for predicting the fatigue failure (S–N curves) are based
on these parameters and the results of static tests (discussed in more detail below). Such
models make it possible to predict S–N curves for different asymmetry coefficients using
minimum experimental data, time, and financial costs.

Note that the cohesive zone model is usually utilized as a fracture propagation criterion
when studying the single main crack. At the same time, it is hardly used efficiently when
simulating scattered damage in SFRPs.

5.1. Based on the Results of Static Tests

In [119], Kabir et al. have proposed a model of micromechanical fatigue damage based
on a statistical law of microscopic failure. For SFRPs, it is described by both fracture of
fibers and their debonding from a matrix. Numerical methods were implemented to predict
these two failure processes. Such simulations were carried out using a three-dimensional
model containing elementary cells. The Weibull damage law was implemented to simulate
the development of microscopic damages in SFRPs, taking into account the volume fraction
of fibers and their orientations (0◦ and 90◦). By comparing the simulation results with
the experimental stress–strain curves obtained in tensile tests, the damage parameters
for the Weibull model were determined. Using these damage parameters, a mesoscopic
model was developed for SFRPs filled with 8.1 vol.% glass fibers and their damages were
predicted under cyclic loading. An example of a damage development model through fiber
debonding is shown in Figure 7.
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Bourgogne et al. used the similarity of the mechanical behavior of SFRPs subjected to
quasi-static loading and fatigue testing [120]. The aim was to predict the Weller curves as a
function of temperature and water absorption. The model was validated using an example
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of reinforced PA6 under high humidity conditions, since the existing methods could not be
applied in this case.

The solution of these problems possesses obvious practical applications. Thus, pre-
dicting the fatigue life of real automotive parts is a difficult problem due to the high
variability of the possible microstructures in SFRPs that depend on the material flowing in
the thermoforming process. In [121], Laribi et al. implemented a two-stage microstructure
inspection principle based on an original ultrasonic method. They analyzed damages of
four characteristic microstructure configurations under both static and cyclic loading. In
all studied cases, these experimental data correlated well with predicted Weller curves at
three operating temperatures.

A two-parameter model based on the strength reduction has been developed by
D’Amore and Grassia [70]. Its predictive capability was validated using reported fatigue
life and residual strength data. The simulation approach explicitly considered the maximum
applied cyclic stress and the cycle asymmetry. This enabled the reduction of the amount of
such experimental data required to predict the strength degradation kinetics from cycle to
cycle. The implemented approach showed that both fatigue life and residual strength are
related to the pattern of static strength distributions.

The accuracy of prediction results for fatigue life models based on results of static tests
show very good agreement between experimental and numerical results, confirming the
validity of this approach.

5.2. Based on Experimental Fatigue Curves

In [122], a range of analytical and empirical models for predicting the fatigue behavior
of SFRPs under various conditions has been developed by Fatemi et al. based on an analysis
of experimental data. They discuss empirical equations that characterize self-heating under
cyclic loading. Kawai et al. have shown [123] that types of S–N curves significantly depend
on cycle asymmetry, so the fatigue degradation proceeds most rapidly at its critical value,
regardless of the test temperature. By using temperature as a parameter, an anisomorphic
approach to the fatigue life diagram made it possible to adequately predict fatigue life
and, therefore, the S–N curve over various medium stresses at any temperature within the
studied range.

D’Amore et al. have developed a two-parameter model based on strength reduction
considering both the average load and the applied load range [124]. This enabled the
analysis of changes in strength of SFRPs during fatigue tests. In [125], Amjadi and Fatemi
have proposed a critical plane damage model for predicting the fatigue life in both tensile–
tensile and tensile–compression tests, taking into account both fiber orientations and
medium stress effects. The influence of both temperature and frequency was also taken into
account by transferring the proposed damage model into the general fatigue model. The
mean stress parameter was also used for predicting fatigue life by various other authors
(Eftekhari and Fatemi [126], Mortazavian and Fatemi [127], Amjadi and Fatemi [128]).

A method for predicting strain–fatigue life curves using stress fatigue data obtained
under controlled loading was described by Mortazavian and Fatemi [129]. They also
presented a model for evaluating fatigue life based on a comparison of data recorded at
various fiber orientations, cycle stress ratios, and temperatures.

In [130], Pietrogrande et al. proposed a special fatigue life criterion, which is based
on an assessment of the effective stresses acting in the most critical regions of a matrix
(near both ends and side surfaces of fibers) at the crack pre-initiation stage. A multiscale
(macro–meso–micro) procedure was implemented to estimate local stress distribution in
SFRPs. It was shown that this criterion enables the assessment of the influence of the
microstructure (namely, contents of fibers, their distributions, and their orientations), as
well as loading directions. Jain et al. implemented a method in which the master S–N
curve for a particular fiber orientation distribution was used to predict the fatigue life of
a component of SFRPs [131]. This method combines data on damages at the microscopic
level with the macroscopic fatigue properties.
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The FEM is widely used for simulating the deformation behavior of SFRPs. Such
components are characterized by nonuniform distributions of fibers in various areas. This
leads to different levels of their static and fatigue strength. Jain et al. have stated [132]
that each element can be simulated using the FEM as a representative volume element
to account for such variations. In this case, both static and fatigue properties should be
calculated for each of these elements. Further, a hybrid multiscale method for predicting
S–N curves for each section of SFRPs was developed. It is based on a combination of
micromechanics and experimental test results (taking into account microscale damages
associated with macroscale fatigue properties). Later [133], Jain simulated local S–N curves
considering the multi-axis pattern of applied loads. Primetzhofer et al. analyzed the local
behavior in all sections of locally loaded SFRPs (but not only in critically affected ones),
which set this approach apart from similar others [134].

Hoppel et al. have developed a model of the Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage ac-
cumulation, which predicts fatigue life under block loading with different amplitudes [135].
Similar simulations have been carried out by Noguchi et al. [136]. In [137], Laribi et al. have
used a local failure criterion based on the critical damaged state, enabling the prediction of
fatigue life under variable loading amplitudes considering the microstructure parameters.
Dick et al. have shown the possibility of expressing model parameters as a function of one
variable, namely the skewness coefficient [138]. The paper demonstrates the possibility
of expressing each of the model parameters as a function of a single variable that is stress
ratio, maximum stress level, or a material-dependent constant. In addition to S–N curves,
FEM-based models have been developed by Yu et al. [139] to predict dependences between
strains and the number of cycles.

Another model has been proposed by Pantano et al. [140] that can be implemented
to predict the fatigue characteristics of SFRPs based on the results of SEM analysis of
their fracture surfaces and some other experimental fatigue data. In [141], Chen et al.
have developed an original probabilistic micromechanical damage model. It takes into
account the multi-strain mechanisms and is based on a modified Mori–Tanaka method,
as well as transformation field analysis to predict monotonic and low-cycle stress–strain
reactions in SFRPs. The model enables the simulation of real orientations of fibers after
their fabrication using the injection molding method. Such SFRPs are characterized by an
arbitrary proportion of randomly oriented fibers.

Batu and Lemu have shown [142] that the use of simulation approaches in the design
of turbine blades enables the development of SFRPs with reduced weight and improved
fatigue life compared to those based on an epoxy matrix of reinforced GFs. Eftekhari and
Fatemi have stated [143] that models based on linear damage accumulation provide satis-
factory accuracy for block loading with different amplitudes, frequencies, and overloads.
In [144], Nishikawa and Okabe have simulated cracks in a polymer matrix considering
the microscopic fatigue process based on the Kachanov-type damage evolution law. The
simulation results showed that the dependence of the damage accumulation on orientations
of fibers noticeably changes the fatigue life of SFRPs (Figure 8).

After the injection molding process, orientations of fibers greatly affect mechanical
properties of SFRPs. Kim and Kim have noted [145] that the use of the Digimat model with
mean-field homogenization methods enables the description of the microstructure of SFRPs,
including both the lengths and orientations of fibers. This made it possible to implement
various simulation options for SFRPs with both linear and nonlinear deformation response.
Some factors, such as relative stress gradients and orientations of fibers, were considered
when analyzing fatigue of SFRPs. In [146], Shokrieh et al. have developed a model
for predicting the fatigue life of composites reinforced with hybrid chopped fibers and
nanoparticles. It was based on experimental data for similar composites without the
nanoparticles. Avanzini et al. have shown [147] that one could simulate fatigue in rolling
contact tests. Another model, proposed by Zhang et al. [148], was based on incorporating
a cohesive zone into the fiber–matrix interface. In this case, the interfacial delamination
behavior was taken into account.
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The accuracy of prediction results for fatigue life models based on S–N curves show
good correlation (86% within a factor of 3 and 93% within a factor of 5).
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5.3. Based on the Stiffness Degradation

Magino et al. have developed a model of stiffness reduction by implementing a
multiscale computational approach [149]. This made it possible to reduce the required
mechanical tests to a minimum. The model’s ability to reproduce the experimentally
revealed stiffness reduction was demonstrated for various orientations of fibers, stress
amplitudes, and the cycle asymmetry coefficient in the range from −1 up to 0, as well as
various incised grooves.

In [75], Laribi et al. have assumed that both monotonic and fatigue behavior of
SFRPs are greatly determined by local damage formation. An approach based on the
Mori–Tanaka micromechanical model was developed for describing the state equation.
This enabled the relation of the rate of local damages to the level of macroscopic residual
stiffness. The experimental stiffness loss and model simulation are presented in Figure 9.
The generalization of this approach to a multiscale description of fatigue damages allowed
for the plotting of an S–N curve for each considered microstructure. It is important that
only a limited amount of experimental data is sufficient to implement the approach.

Köbler et al. have simulated stiffness reduction for SFRPs under cyclic loading by
implementing a simple isotropic fatigue damage model [150]. In this case, the minimum
number of model parameters and the assumption of a linear elastic reaction of fibers were
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applied. The stiffness reduction was determined for a fixed damaged state using a standard
linear elastic homogenization procedure. In [151], Samareh-Mousavi and Taheri-Behrooz
proposed a model combining stiffness reduction with the creep development. This made
it possible to separate failure mechanisms. It was shown that the average strains are
dominated by the fatigue process at high stress levels in a cycle. However, they are mainly
controlled by the development of time-dependent viscoelastic strains at lower values.

Sul et al. have developed a model based on the stiffness reduction of composites filled
with chopped fiber mats [152]. Shokrieh et al. have advanced existing models of stiffness
reduction [153]. Their model predicts the bending stiffness reduction for SFRPs at different
levels of applied stresses at room temperature. In [154], Brighenti et al. have presented
another micromechanical model. In this case, degradation of mechanical properties was
introduced as a criterion of fracture mechanics, which makes it possible to study the
separation of fibers from a matrix. The process is considered as the 3D crack propagation,
deteriorating properties at the interface. The µCT images of such defects are shown in
Figure 10. Tamboura et al. have reported the results of simulation of both fatigue life
and residual stiffness for SFRPs subjected to thermomechanical loads [155]. For this
purpose, they used quantitative estimates of the evolution of the local damage rate for each
loading block.
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In [156], Nouri et al. have conducted phenomenological simulations of nonlinear
cumulative diffuse damages in fatigue processes. This parametric study was carried out to
assess the influence of model parameters on damage accumulation, as well as sensitivity to
the kinetics of their development. The sensitivity assessment allowed for the optimization of
the available experimental techniques aimed at determining the damage model parameters.

Magino et al. have also used a multi-scale approach based on stiffness reduction
taking into account the initiation of fatigue cracks [149], Figure 11.
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The accuracy of prediction results for fatigue life models based on stiffness degradation
show less than 10% of deviation from the experimental data, despite the fact that mechanical
properties of randomly oriented composite materials are hardly predictable.

5.4. Plastic Strain Development (Creep)

Eftekhari and Fatemi have reported a significant nonlinearity in the creep develop-
ment upon fatigue tests [157]. In this regard, the applicability of the Schabosch nonlinear
creep–fatigue interaction model for predicting the creep behavior and fatigue life under
thermomechanical fatigue was investigated. In [158], Magino et al. have proposed a vis-
coelastic fatigue damage model for a thermoplastic matrix based on the separation of time
scales in which both viscoelastic and fatigue damage effects can be observed.

In a model by Samareh-Mousavi and Taheri-Behrooz [151], a nonlinear constitutive
equation that relates stresses and strains as a function of time and the number of loading
cycles was used. The presented model includes a linear elastic component, which deterio-
rates as the number of cycles increases, as well as a non-linear one, which combines both
the time- and cycle-dependent pattern of fatigue phenomena in an integrated formulation.
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It was shown that the model enables the prediction of the stress–strain curve after a given
number of loading cycles, taking into account the non-stationary response of SFRPs.

Another model by Krairi et al. is based on the concept of so-called weak chains
in a polymer matrix [159]. Their behavior is assessed with the implementation of the
viscoelasticity, viscoplasticity, and continuum damage mechanics approaches. In [160],
Drozdov has proposed the governing equations for the cyclic viscoelastic plasticity of
SFRPs. The model enables the prediction of experimental data obtained in creep tests,
as well as the dependence of the maximum and minimum deformation per cycle on the
number of cycles to (fatigue) failure. The effect of both strain rate and minimum stress on
the number of cycles to failure (fatigue life) was numerically studied. In [161], Li and Xin
have managed to take into account superelasticity, viscoelasticity, and the Mullins effect
for fiber-reinforced rubber in the FEM framework. The maximum strain energy density
was applied as the damage parameter. An empirical equation was proposed for predicting
fatigue life of toothed V-belts under cyclic bending conditions.

Pastukhov et al. have presented a simulation approach for evaluating the service
life of SFRPs in controlled plasticity and crack propagation zones [162]. In the controlled
plasticity zone, it is necessary to use a viscoplastic model based on the separation of the
load angle (using the Hill equivalent stress formula), as well as the dependence of yield
strength on time in the form of an associative law of plastic flow.

The accurate prediction results for fatigue life models based on plastic strain develop-
ment were in good agreement with the experimental data within a factor of 2.

Summary for Section 5. It might be concluded that stiffness reduction and plastic-
strain-development-based models are more accurate, well predicted, and experimentally
supported. Within the conducted survey, most models have been validated for simple
loading conditions. This does not guarantee their applicability under complex, multi-axial
loading. However, the literature available lacks reliable information on the issue. Finally, it
must be confessed that there is not enough fundamental understanding or data to model
progressive fatigue damage accurately. It is a great challenge for the researchers in this
scientific area.

Evidently, the use of numerical simulation methods expands the possibilities of the
approach to assessing the damage degree under cyclic loading. In addition to direct ob-
servation of damage accumulation or an analysis of changes in the indirect parameters, it
becomes possible to identify the (predominant/dominant) damage mechanism at various
scale levels. Their understanding, as well as combining both experimental and computa-
tional methods, enables the prediction of fatigue life and the plotting of S–N curves for
various cyclic loading conditions, including temperature, humidity, frequency, etc.

6. Conclusions

This review shows that direct methods of microstructure damage inspection, in partic-
ular µ-CT, are the most sensitive and informative. However, µ-CT is more laborious and
possesses limitations in sample dimensions, so this method is inapplicable to assessment of
fatigue damages and prediction of the residual life of real structures.

Although numerous authors have shown that the sensitivity of indirect methods can
vary, the most common one is based on stiffness reduction since its results are useful for
numerical simulations. In some cases, the stiffness reduction may not be registered at
all. More reliable are the parameters of the development of inelastic strains and changes
induced by energy dissipation.

It is shown that the development of models of fatigue processes is impossible without
assessing the damage degree. It can be determined by stiffness reduction, the development
of creep, or energy dissipation. Since fatigue mechanisms can differ, the most complete
information can be obtained by combining these methods.

Mechanical hysteresis loop parameters are promising criteria for predicting fatigue life.
In addition, a change in the rate of development of inelastic strains can be used as a criterion.
In general, it is possible to predict fatigue life for any of the considered parameters: stiffness
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reduction, the creep development, AE, or energy dissipation data with a detailed study of
the damage accumulation mechanism and identification of characteristic stages.

The prediction results for fatigue life models based on plastic strain development
showed the greatest agreement with the experimental results in comparison with other
prediction models.

Future research needs are definitely based on the gaps identified in this survey. Among
them are spatial resolution, low sensitivity to bulk flaws, small size of a critical damage,
large size of industrial components (in terms of industrial NDT), necessity of fusion ex-
perimental means with mathematical modelling, etc. On the one hand, every existing
technique has its own set of advantages and limitations. On the other hand, computed
tomography primarily shows great promise for providing higher resolution, and lower
cost will be achieved.

The authors do not assert the exhaustive nature of this review. However, they note the
undoubted relevance of the covered challenges, the importance of developing the described
approaches, as well as the prospects for using both SFRPs and methods for assessment of
their states in the fatigue process.
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Abbreviations
AE Acoustic emission
AF Aramid fiber
CF Carbon fiber
DMA Dynamic mechanical analysis
FEM Finite Element Method
GF Glass fiber
HDPE High-density polyethylene
HPPs High performance polymers
µCT Computed micro tomography
MSNC Master SN curve
NDT Non-destructive testing
PA Polyamide
PBT Polybutylene terephthalate
PC Polycarbonate
PEEK Polyether ether ketone
POM Polyoxymethylene
PPE Polyphenylene Ether
PPS Polyphenylene sulfide
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
SMC Sheet Molding Compounds
SN Stress vs. Number of cycles (Völler/fatigue) curve
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